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Of Crows and Clusters
based on "Two Old Crows" by Vachel Lindsay
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The Unknown Region
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Come Sweet Death
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If You Were Coming in the Fall
based on a poem by Emily Dickinson
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Ain'-a That Good News!

William L. Dawson

Walter B. Ford Hall Auditorium
Tuesday, February 25, 1992
8:15 p.m.
In the early part of the 20th Century, responding to a world war and predictions that disease and plague would be wiped out by medical advances, DEATH was proclaimed to be unfashionable for modern society. For example, the parlor, in which family would visit the recently deceased before burial, was renamed the "living" room and death was pushed away to the local funeral "parlor." With more recent events, such as televised war and the AIDS epidemic, death has come back into our lives and into the consciousness of society. This program is dedicated to a reconsideration of life and the anticipation of what lies beyond it. It is a program of reflection, of caring, and of renewed purpose.

Many sides of life and death are presented in the program. *Of Crows and Clusters* puzzles over cause and effect in life, which is suggested in such simple things as why a bee has a sword. *The Unknown Region* explores how the soul could dare walk away from the physical world that has become so familiar. Death as a path homeward is presented in an aleatoric arrangement of Bach's *Come Sweet Death*. The audience is invited to close their eyes and use the experience as a time of reflection and anticipation. *If You Were Coming In the Fall* uses metaphors of time and distance to explore a deep longing for one gone away. The program concludes with the *Good News* that there is something greater awaiting us after we lay down this world.
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